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Critical Voltage Monitoring Using Sensitivity
and Optimal Information Machine Learning
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and weak points and are capable of monitoring tasks with
Abstract-This paper is motivated by the basic need to develop certain efficiency and accuracy. We ultimately end up with

methods for on-line detection of abnormal conditions in large combining the two methods into a novel method which draws
electric power systems. In order to implement truly effective on strengths of each method
near-automated tools for this purpose, it is necessary to
overcome several problems such as: (1) excessive computational
complexity; (b) unacceptable approximations; and, (3) I SENSITIVITY AND SUPERVISED MACHINE LEARNING
dependence on full state measurements. In an attempt to Sensitivity calculations are widely used in the electric
overcome these major roadblocks, we combine tools capable of power systems for different purposes. Here we use static
producing accurate results over broad ranges of conditions, such . . .
as off-line data mining and machine learning, with the volte sen whic can becalculatedfroma part of
approximate, well-understood deterministic methods, such as systems power flow Jacobian to indirectly estimate voltage of
sensitivity-based methods. The resulting approach indirectly interest. While there are different types of machine learning,
overcomes the dependence on full state measurements; the actual we will focus here on a type that is based on entropy functions
choice of the most relevant measurements becomes a result of and theory of information since it is related to sensitivity and
such a combined approach. The proposed approach is illustrated electrical distance concepts as reported in [1]. First, we will
on an example of detecting a given voltage threshold violation. introduce voltage sensitivity and different approximations and

Index Terms-Sensitivity analysis, information theory, then the ML method used for comparison followed by an

decision trees, electrical distance, event monitoring, abnormal example.
conditions.

A. Voltage Sensitivity

I. INTRODUCTION A sensitivity between almost any two power system values
can be defined in some way. The usual power systemsJN the electric power systems, there is frequently a need to de desibesits anle psial systemw

Imonitor an unaccessible or unmeasurable quantity. On a nearirt derisesities. Somiea ohsc sesitiv itis
large scale, this would constitute state estimation of the entire p ar fit obian sedstovsole the owe whieote
system. On a smaller scale, it could be just monitoring a part of the Jacoban used to solve the power flow whle others

troublesome voltage, angle, or even a parameter. In this mutationalcomplexity,mlinea approximats or P/
paper, we illustrate a possible approach to determining when dcomuplin nas mplxti areue Forxiample voltag
voltage at a particular bus may be falling below a pre- r a

specified value. We start by using two qualitatively different avsensitivity can be defined as:methods for assessing accuracy, benefits and shortcomings of vit
each. The first method uses deterministic sensitivities, and the J

second method is a probabilistic supervised machine learning
(ML) method. We point out that both methods have strong aVI
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an ML algorithm for event detection which produces easily
Vk+l=Vk +AV, (1.3) understandable results, has well developed mathematical

background, and has some interesting features applicable to
power systems. The method under consideration is ID3 [2].

with V1 obtained from AC power flow. Since 5oQ/5iV is, Originally, ID3 was designed using categorical attributes only.
under small angle approximation assumption, close to the Since its introduction, it was expanded to use continuous
susceptance matrix B, it is customary to use matrix B to attributes and multiple classes which made it usable for
calculate the sensitivity matrix. This means that there is a engineering purposes. The ID3 algorithm itself is based on
linear dependency between system bus voltages regardless of Top Down Induction of Decision Trees (TDIDT). A large
the operating point. If higher accuracy is needed, 5DQ/5iV or number of off line simulations or on line collected data is used

for estimating probability distributions used for entropyeven the entire Jacobian must be calculated. Sensitivity
matrices are either direct byproduct of the power flow or the estimation. Entropy of a set with n elements, nc different
power flow is required to find the operating point, that is classes (values), and n1 number of elements belonging to
completely solve the system equations making the sensitivity each class is calculated using Shannon's entropy function as:
calculations redundant for many purposes. In this work, the
system is assumed to be P/Q decoupled so that only 9Q/IV .nciN C j
part of the Jacobian is used. Mathematically, this means that if E(Xa)=log (1.7)
the Jacobian is given by: j=1 n n

F aP/aoa9P/av 1 If a set A is split into two subset using query q, the entropy

JLaQ/0a aQ/aV1 (1) of classification, E (Xa, q), is defined as:

nr n n
and the inverse of the Jacobian: E r(Eriiog'rq |] (1.8)

rc{yes,no} n i=1 nr K nr

J1 A B
J =[AC D (1.5) where n is the number of data samples in the sample set,

nr is the number of samples with query result r and nri is

Then for C 0 and using Schur complements: the number of samples with query result r which are

members of class i. The query is a criterion used to split the

8Q'8Q8P ' set into two subsets using either categorical or continuous

D= aQ, o ao x (1.6) attribute. Once the subsets are found, the entropy of each
aV,) a0 a0,) aV subset is calculated. The best partitioning ofthe set X, is the

one with the maximum information gain obtained by finding

which is approximated by (8Q/8V)'. It is clear that even the subsets with minimum entropy (1.8). If a set Xa is

if the P/Q decoupling assumption is valid, C 0, there is recursively split in this manner, the process can be represented
still an error term introduced with this approximation which by a decision tree with best splitting decisions at each node

will be and leaves belonging to a single class. The splitting criteria
illustrated with an example. Another, more serious, can be of different type, they can be equality between a

drawback of using sensitivity for monitoring purposes is that categorical attribute and a constant, inequality between

due to its number crunching requirements it cannot be used in continuous variable and constant threshold, or equality and
real time. There is no doubt that classical theories can provide inequality between a constant and a function of attributes as
the most accurate results but they are often not suitable for used in oblique decision trees [3]. In this work, we use node
real time, preventive tasks. decisions based on continuous variables compared to constant

thresholds with ability to use categorical attributes as well.
This type of decision making results in stair wise splitting

B. Supervised Machine Learning hyperplanes. If starting with a well defined, non-conflicting
A range of Al methods were tried in power systems training set, stair wise splitting surfaces is the only

including ANN, GA, ML, and expert systems. Most of these approximation contributing to significant classification errors.
methods produce results which are not self explanatory and The basic characteristics of ID3 are that it is 1000% accurate on
impossible to back track the solution logic. Also, most of the training set, it can be used to extract the variables carrying
these methods make no attempts to mathematically explain Al the most information related to observed events (classes), it
results using classical theory. Due to these reasons, we chose can estimate the variable and its margin leading to a different
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class, and once trained it can be used in real time. The eal andEstimatedVoltageV5
deficiencies of the ID3 algorithm are that it can over fit the 0985 -

data, separation hyperplanes are stair wise, and as most of the 098i
ML algorithms suffers from "the curse of dimensionality". 0 \\
There are quite a few variations of decision trees to address 097-
these issues as well as different types of learning mechanisms. 2 0 2 0 0 50 60 70 60 90 10

ID3isused in this paper due to its mathematical basis in x lo-, ErrorBetween Peal and Estimated Voltage V5

theory of information that can be mathematically related to 0

classical power systems theory to some extent [1], [4]. -2

III. EXAMPLE

The small network shown in Fig. (1). is used to Sample

demonstrate use of approximate sensitivities and ID3 Fig. 2. Actual and Estimated V5
approach for the purpose of detecting a voltage threshold at a

particular node. Voltage drop V < 0.96 needs to be It is clear that there is a small difference between these two

detected using some indirect measurements. This will be done methods. Even more serious problem becomes obvious if the
using both voltage sensitivity coefficients and ID3. error between the real (using AC power flow) and estimated
Impedance of all of the branches is set to 0.1 + 0. 1 . Loads V5 is plotted over a wider range of L2, L3, and L5. Figure

L2,L3, and L5 are uniformly sampled in the range between (3) shows that the error is integrated over time becoming
unbounded. This should also be obvious from the equations

aundingpower w eandtheload tra
a

is or (1.3) and (1.6). Rather large spikes in Fig. (3) are caused by
by running power flow for each load sample. In addition toinL L adLs
load levels, load bus complex voltages, and P/Q generation jumps in L5, L3, and L5 sampling space causing AV to be
levels are collected. large.

Error Between Real and Estimated V5 Over a Wider Range
85 0.02

F ~~~~~~~~~~~0.015

6;1 il E- 001 y 00 q00 q00 q00
< > ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Sample

"wt ~~~~~~~~~~~~Fig.3. V5 Over a Wide Sampling Range
6ELU-jELI

Fig.1.SixBusnetwork ~ ~ J -0 00

F 1i wB3.Using ID3 to Detect Voltage Drop
In the first run, ID3 training set contained all the voltages

A. Using Sensitivity to Detect Voltage Drop including the voltage to be detected, V . As expected, this is
The sensitivity approach simply calculates voltage V5 a trivial case and the result is trivial decision tree with only

indirectly from sensitivity coefficient and corresponding one node, V5 < 0.96, as shown in Fig. (4). The significance
voltage increments using equations (1.2) and (1.3). In the of this trivial case is that .D3 is capable of identifying the
following, sensitivity matrix aV/0vj is calculated from most significant (closest) variable and use it correctly.

aQ/av matrix. This method assumes P/Q decoupled

system. Figure (2) shows voltage V5 calculated using
Newton-Raphson power flow and using sensitivities as
described above.
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monitor in an optimal way. If properly trained, decision trees
can properly generalize unseen cases from the seen ones.

U5 < 0.960001 Different decision tree variations can deal with different issues
such as over fitting, stair wise separation hyperplanes, etc.
depending on the problem characteristics. Decision trees can

Y I \ N also discover dependencies that are not obvious from the
y N

physical description of the system. In this example, if the ID3
training set contained all of the system variables, the resulting
decision tree is more accurate and smaller as it can be seen in
Fig. (6).

1 0
Q6 - 20.1574

Fig. 4. Trivial Decision Tree /YY N

If V5 is omitted from the training set, the resulting decision
Q 2{~~~~.1 _ 20.22;19

tree is shown in Fig. (5). The closest voltage to V5 is V2 and 0
this is still in agreement with electrical distance. ID3 is y N
consistent with electrical distance theory but produces more
complex decision trees to identify system state. It is important L2 9
to note that if the sensitivity were really linear, there should be 1
no need for training data for ID3 since the needed probability
distributions would be readily available from sensitivity Y N
relationships. However, if the sensitivity were truly linear or a
known nonlinear function, there would be no need for Q 1 19 6826
machine learning or estimation. If V5 threshold to be detected 0

is lowered, ID3 introduces next closest voltages in its decision Y J N
process since the region is becoming more nonlinear.

V2 < 0.975567 0 1
Fig. 5. Six Bus System Decision Tree with Expanded Training

YIV N Set

12 _ O. \4868 Maybe the best incentive to use a decision tree in power
systems is its fast execution in real time. A typical decision

Y N tree executing on a modern DSP processor can produce a

A 975406 decision within a millisecond which makes it suitable for
/ preventive monitoring. One of the main arguments against

/Y N using machine learning methods is "the curse of
dimensionality". However, if it is known in advance what are

V2 < 0 95205 the most important variables for ID3 training, the entire
/ \1 training set can be reduced to this set of training variables.

Y N For example, if an induced decision tree uses only two
variables to make a decision, it is sufficient to use only these

-< 0.75038 two variables in the training set. Because of the
Y N computational complexity of the induction algorithm, it is

important to use a minimal set of decision variables.
Unfortunately, this set is not known. There are two possible

0 1 solutions to this problem. One is to induce a decision tree
Fig. 5. Decision Tree Detecting V5 <0.96 from a small size but complete training set. Then, increase the

size of the training set but keep only variables that are found
The machine learning approach to this type of problems has a to be significant in the previous step. Another approach,
number of advantages. First of all, supervised learning is able specific to the electric power systems, is to use a couple of
to learn the nonlinearities of the variable that it is trying to closest measurements, induce a decision tree and expand the

radius of the used measurements until the set of the used
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decision tree variables is the same between the last two distance measurements. As all of artificial intelligence
inductions, in a concentric relaxation-like manner. At this methods, ID3 suffers from the "curse of dimensionality" but
point, it should be safe to conclude that the minimal set of the in the case of power systems, classical results can be used to
decision variables is identified and a larger training set with reduce the size of the training set and to significantly reduce
only these variables can be used. the computational burden. Note that there is still a significant

simulation and data collecting process. Based on a series of
simulations of a small electric power network, it can be
concluded that both sensitivity and ID3 have advantages and
shortcomings. Depending on the monitoring purposes, either
a voltage sensitivity or ID3 approach can be used. The
sensitivity theory can be used for estimating small variations

BL _ _So --Leein a monitored variable. The ID3 algorithm dose not suffer
4 .| from any system approximations and can use the best event

indicators from all of the information available. An induced
|5 | | Ei ,tE l || decision tree is also very fast to execute in real time. These

B4
1 rfeatures make ID3 and other decision tree algorithms ideal for

_ _7 W _#.Ezreal time event detection. It is clear that there exists a close

A
connection between the theory of information based machine
learning and classical theory as it was pointed out by [1] but

Fig. 6. Eleven Bus System there is still lots of research to be done to make the full
connection. For the time being, this paper represents an

As an example, in Fig. (7), we want to detect voltage drop on attempt to carefully combining the two approaches for
bus B3 using a minimal set of decision variables. First, V developing an algorithmic approach to monitoring events in

large scale electric power systems. More theoretical work is
and Qg7 are used and then Qg2 and V5 are added All of under way in our group.

these variables appeared in the induced tree meaning that they
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